
SKN PicoSecond Laser Skin Treatment

What is PicoSecond Laser?
PicoSecond Laser is the first and leading choice of comfortable and convenient for skin
revitalization treatments as wrinkles, acne scars and pigment like freckles, sunspots and
discoloration. The PicoSecond energy uniquely activates the body’s natural cell signaling
processes, helping you to achieve and restore a youthful skin by increasing collagen and
elastin. PicoSecond with Skin Cell Activation uses pressure to deliver impressive results without
the pain, discomfort and downtime of other procedures and all in less time and sessions
needed .Skin types treated for all skin types and Fitzpatrick Scale Skin Type I – IV.

PicoSecond revolutionary technology is designed to harness the body’s natural healing
processes to restore youthful skin in ways never before possible. Instead of building up heat,
PicoSecond delivers energy so rapidly in trillionths of a second that tiny particles that make
up pigment, wrinkles and acne scar treatment without burning surrounding tissue. Less heat
means less tissue damage and discomfort.

Wavelengths 755nm*, 532nm*, 1064nm*

FDA Clearances Tattoo removal, Benign Pigmented Lesion
Removal, Wrinkles & Acne Scar Treatment

Skin Types Treated All skin types
(Fitzpatrick Scale Skin Type I – IV)



How does PicoSecond work?

The PicoSecond deliver energy that works with the body, unleashing natural cell signaling
processes to create brighter, healthier, younger-looking skin with virtually no downtime. But
only PicoSecond with Skin Cell Activation uses pressure to deliver impressive results without
the pain, discomfort and downtime of other procedures and all in less time and sessions
needed.

PicoSecond’s technology uses a unique wavelength of light (755nm) and a specialized lens to
convert laser energy into gentle pressure. This pressure squeezes cells, activating the natural
cell signaling processes that create new collagen and elastin without burning or damaging
the skin.

PicoSecond’s unique energy delivery is a breakthrough for patients’ seeking a way to improve
their skin and reduce signs of aging but who don’t want to deal with the risks, pain and
downtime of traditional laser treatments. PicoSecond gently disrupts the particles responsible
for a range of pigment conditions like freckles, sunspots and other discoloration.
➔ Pigmented Lesions
➔ Wrinkles
➔ Acne Scars
➔ Melasma
➔ Other Pigmentations
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Results are not guaranteed and may vary from person to person.


